BADco.

Spacelessness, Tropes and Topologikes
– Spatial Problems in BADco.’s Wor
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theatre
attempts to squeeze into overfilled scheduleds of
indus trial
houses, transitory occupations of abandoneition
venu es,
exhib
sites, performances at clubbing or
come alon g
opportunit ies to hold performances at homeorm
at home
rarely. What’s more, the opportunity to perfthe thea
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space or the option to create performances for the sitespecific locality. The performances of BADco. are mostly
set within the generic space, while some are even intent
on exacerbating the generic aspect of space, for examp le
by erasin g the functional separation of respective
positions of audien ce and performers in space as is the
case of “Deleted Messages” (2004) or by recombining
spaces with different theatrical functions as is the case
of “Memories Are Made of This...”.
Spaces and Tropes
The central feature of generic performative spaces is
their overcoding by the symbolic space of subject-mat ter.
The materiality of performing space, althou gh always
remain ing present, retreats into the invisible functional
backg round of symbolization – into the metaphoric space
of stage. Accord ingly, a canon ical post-convent ional
strategy in performing arts would be to intervene with
materiality into the symbolization in order to prevent it
from formin g a complete illusion.
The space in BADco.’s work is frequ ently marked by the
dialectics of materiality and symbolization. In “Ribcage”
(2003), for instan ce, the walk of performers along the
circumferen ce of the performative space stands in
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for the frequently depicted prison walk providing the
inmates with an opportunity to talk to each other, but
at the same time this walk functions as an actual form
for performers to step out of the plot and discuss the
performance as it unfolds. In “FleshDance” (2004) the
dance is pushed into the seam between the floor and the
wall and performed as if the gravity was pulling down
to both planes, allowing it thus to revisit the specific
dimensionality of space in the paintings of Francis Bacon,
but also allowing it to produce a very specific form of
dance movement. “Deleted Messages” emulates the space
of a quarantine, while at the same time uses the model of
contagion as organizational principle for the unfolding
of performance.
Spaces and Topologies
However, there’s another level to the relationality between
metaphors and space where the organizational principle of
performance coincides with the organizational principles
observable in the world outside of the performance –
where a topos in the performance is a structure of the
world beyond the confines of performance.
In “Deleted Messages” again the space is organized so
as to function as a space of soft control, indicated by
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and thin,
white cloth covering the rough concrete floor
e. The
almost invisible aluminum poles susp ended ine spac
microthe
insid
rules how to move arou nd and behave
only so
worl d of performance are not made clear, but
s, in turn,
sligh tly indicated. The lack of clear ruledanc
e with
forces the audience subjectivate in accorctations,
and
expe
their own projection of other subject’s
projection
whatever the rule they chose it is this verythem
in into
of other subject’s expectation that locks
the performance’s prog ram.
the power of
It is through this soft subjectivation by rolli
other
own choice driven by the projection of cont thanngwhat
is
– the choice that leaves no choice other formed and
prog rammed in advance – that subjects aree.
informed in today’s age of commodified desir
levels of
This comp letes the overview of three pose
in the
cond ition ing and prod uctiv ity that are juxta lity,d topic
al
work of BADco.: spacelessness and spat ial mobi incursions
overcodin g of performative space and materiall principles,
topol ogical homology between organizationa
of performative space and organizational principles of
the worl d beyond the performative space.
Tomislav Medak, BADco.
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“GIVE ME A PROBLEM!”

BADCO. 2007

“The ant understood that
the producer could overtake power
only if he occupies
the site of the parasite.” 1

I remember meeting badco. in 2001 confused
all I considered being mat ters of concern
in performance then. The situation in
contemporary dance and theater in Europe at
the time was gravely invested in polemics, in a
politics of polarization for/against spectacle,
non-acting, choreography as opposed to
dance, transparency of a self-referential act,
and other protestant gestures of renouncing
representation. I came to Zagreb armed
with imperative questions like: how can dance
th
make one think, how to subvert the need for recognition in a 19
century audience, how to produce nothing so that “they” must produce
everything... Seeing Diderot’s Nephew revealed that there was more
than one difference in position. Or, that badco. was a group of
1

Text from the performance Changes
manuscript.
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dancers, dramaturges plus a philosopher, who neither saw urgency
in siding by a paradigmatically Western modernist claim for mediumcontemporaneity nor loomed as a ludic self-absorbed face from/of
the East. Somehow, they knew bet ter. To be nomadic means staying
home to explore one’s own foreign territories, “countries” of work.
One of them was the performance art from the1980s in Croatia. By
ir by Damir Bartol Indoš into a reconstruction with
chair
Man.cha
reworking Man
“dance variations” in 2000, badco. were appropriating a history which
opened a possibility for another future in Croatian performance.
A “manifesto of co-belonging” to be misrecognized both home and
abroad! 2 Misrecognition home, i.e. lack of a substantial support from
the city that rejects that which does not represent it, finally proves
to be an advantage. It propels movement’s autonomy, as movement
needs continuity and duration for transformation.
Speaking about badco. today, it wouldn’t suffice to focus on a few
preferred performances-examples. Fourteen performances and six
projects in seven years – even if they evidence a considerable opus
–only form an open, fragmentary whole. Each of the “works” emerges
with an entirely different set of relations between space, problematic,
Ispovjedi
and people involved, in one word: situation. From Confessions (Ispovje
2

tolica) is a performance by D. B. Indoš that took place in
Čovjek-sstolica
Man-Chair (Čovjek1982. In 2000, it was reconstructed under the title Man.chair or Čovjek.Stolac
in Croatian.
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bad

qua

e 2007), the situations shift to the degree
jene
mjen
Prom
1999) to Changes (Pro
e that no one lends an
of being incomparably different – in the sens
ing method badco. should
image of an aesthetics, or politics, or work
similarly to an element in
be identified with. Every performance,
that modifies the whole that
performance, appears as an expression
er difficult for all those
we thought badco. was. That makes it rath
politics in the arts: what
managing business, marketing or represented
compare it with? how to
is badco. like? where to place it? what to
self?
compare it with its non-coinciding varying
heterogeneous movements
Speaking about badco. means tracing the
singular points. The issues
as forces of expression that crystallize in
nodes through which ideas
I will raise here are less themes, and more
s are the real objects of
qua problems pass. Problems qua problem
inventing or constructing
ideas, for having ideas entails posing, i.e.
3
a category of being.
and
e
ledg
know
of
gory
cate
a
both
as
s
problem
s” , one has to seek not
To grasp something about how badco. “doe
nd the situations badco.
“thoughts” in their content, but to understa
e, thinking is not a natural
create which force one to think. Becaus
not evidences of common
possibility, but a creation, and concepts are
n fiction. Let’s begin:
sense, but are products of imagination, eve
3

in Difference and Repetition, Continuum,
Cf. Gilles Deleuze, “The Image of Thought”
London and New York, 129-167.
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“GIVE

ME A PROBLEM!”

badco.’s
It always turns out problematic to make an account of what badco.
performances are “about”. In Diderot’s Nephew, Or Blood is Thicker
voda) trusting that there
Diderotov nećak, ili krv nije voda
than Water (Diderotov
to two plays, “Rameau’s
reference
a
so,
more
even
and
text,
is a
nephew” (by D. Diderot) and “The Death of Socrates” (which exists
only in the synopsis for a “perfect philosophy play” by the same
author) is betrayed: a narrative is hollowed into an empty shell.
Rather than voided, the performance teems with parallel worlds,
whereby each performer evolves the whole of the performance like
a physical and emotional automaton. Systems of improvised actions,
around impossible or paradoxical movements, or extreme physical
or emotional situations for each performer, compose a (model of a)
world of compossible worlds without a vantage-point (viewpoints being
multiple qua performers).
The question of thematizing one problem or issue is not just a
misleading shortcut, it is like cut ting out a multiplicity of components,
and then trying to unfold relations, connections, encounters in which
these components merged forming zones of indiscernability, leaving
simple linear causality between ideas and performing actions or
materials behind. Memories are made of this (2007) is thus a joke
of a title when reversed: “this (performance) is made of memories”.
This performance is subtitled “performance notes”, following from
Notes by F. Scot t Fitzgerald, where the author produced a taxonomy
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was do
world;
would
halfwa
not bu
this is
time

rvations”, “Ideas”,
of his writer’s notes accumulated over years: “Obse
overheard”, “Feelings
“Scenes and situations”, “Conversations and things
where I’ve been”,
and emotions”, “Anecdotes”, “Description of places
“Things I should remember” etc.
ments, movements,
An open-ended string of conversations, stories, state
scenes, imaginary
radio voices, evergreen and jazz tunes, actions, film
s shuffle, exchange
scenes, images and spaces… extend, and note
F. Scot t Fitzgerald,
performers, subjects and predicates. What does
k-Up”, the story he
the American writer of the jazz age with “The Crac
confession of his
wrote in 1936, near the end of his life as an intimate
No mat ter what he
“emotional bankruptcy” have to do with Dean Martin?
much interest in this
was doing, his biographer says, Dino had never had
not give a fuck”. He
world; he was “a menefreghista - one who simply did
He’d sing the song
would never finish the songs he sang at his concerts.
whole thing, you might
halfway through and say: “No point in sing [sic!] the
But this is not Dino,
not buy the record. Put your hand on my shoulder...
ns only at Christmas
this is E lvis. While E lvis is with us always, Dino retur
time.
time
)? I don’t remember.
Who was it, was it Pravdan Devlahović who said it (first
’t any longer sure
What I remember is that at a certain point I wasn
that I had a dream
whether words or images were circulating for real, or
vu or prevision, the
about them which now strikes me as a kind of déjà
y to see something
awareness of something before you see it and the abilit
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Substitutions began already in the entrance, where the performers were
leading the audience into the theater space. Each one was describing
another space with radically different architecture according to the
function of the space the audience was supposed to see, that is,
imagine: a shopping mall, a cultural center, an underground railway, a
housing project. Not arguing, they were complementing each other, or
deviating in a conjunctive way of adding “this… and then that…” despite
often funny matches or mismatches among their visions, or between these
visions and the actual theater hall we were standing in. By the end of
this foreplay, the space had been overwrit ten and transcoded so many
times that the audience could only have a generic memory of it. Maybe
the result was the kind of simultaneity or synchrony of images that new
generic cities mobilize, what Rem Koolhaas calls “memories of memories:
if not all memories at the same time, then at least an abstract, token
memory.”6* The same applies to a Dean Martin song, or a dialogue from
Tarkovsky’s Stalker
Stalker, or an album of intimate photos of strangers. The
memory or even nostalgia we might feel is the nostalgia for nostalgia,
which isn’t the same as recollecting the sensation of having a sensation
in the past, when you were affected by something. It’s not a mat ter of
loss, of the victimhood of ephemarality performance takes pride in. In
memory time can slip into a future-past. Films and music, or some of
their historical genres but also the home-media like TV, home-video,

6

words in brackets substitute each other for each text.
Quotes from the projection in Memories..
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and photos, exercize this power of prevision, partaking in a sensorial
becoming with no reference to the lived and the personal. I have never
been in the 1950s or to the Grand Canyon, but I can evoke how it feels
like. Did you read Karl May as a child?
“Give me a problem” spells out: “give me a concept, then!”, precisely
because the concept is not given, like a regulative idea or a proposition
of the state of affairs or of possibilities of knowing. For instance, no
pursuit of what memory is, or of what we are capable of inferring
about memory. “The concept is the contour, the configuration, the
constellation of an event to come”, as Deleuze and Guat tari wrote
(WP: 32), because it extracts an event from the existing situation at
the same time as it sets up a new event: a cross-cut ting for a new
situation. Conceptual methodolog y in choreographic practice usually
assumes working out certain concepts that have been borrowed from a
metalinguistic discourse of theory (cf. “language”, “text”, “deconstruction”,
badco., concepts are
“becoming”, “body without organs” etc.). But in badco.
never represented, they are the events of problems, hence, expressive
concepts. Construction amounts to invisible procedures providing
occasions for the spectator to make connections. Procedures are
never demonstrated as a knowledge aware of itself. For instance, when
Krešimir Mikić and Sergej Pristaš in Memories… perform a refracted
dialogue of answers which act as questions to generate new questions,
we don’t know that they aren’t talking to each other, that the questions are
invented on the spot as a consequence to the answers from a previously
Booklet.indd 14
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“participation” nor “activation” (however, vitalism plays a certain role
in audience plugging senses in often synaesthetic environments). The
audience is being constituted, or rather implicated. Solo Me (2003), a
virtual duet of two actual intertwining solos, folds in a square arena of
audience. The auditorium isn’t just a frame, it’s a tactile springboard
for movement, a mirror of glances to exchange, a recorder of ears
to be whispered in. Nikolina Pristaš and Pravdan Devlahović develop a
manner of approaching the audience by offering them something they
didn’t ask for. Nikolina stops before any spectator whatever and starts
snapping her fingers:
“What does it mean?”
Without Nikolina stopping to snap her fingers, the woman replies:
“I don’t know.”
Nikolina retorts by snapping once again her fingers from an opposite
direction:
“I don’t know either, but here it comes again”.
Address dissolves from being an act to cynically provoke or hijack the
audience. It hints at implicating them in a kind of co-composition. In
Fleshdance (2005), they are sit ting at an intimidatingly close distance
from a wide white wall. Watching three dancers hinge the horizontal
Booklet.indd 16
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(floor) and the vertical surface (wall) by movement can dismantle the
organism in favor of the body, flesh and nerve only if the gaze acts as
a camera: literally framing and deframing a composition of figures, body
parts, or wave-flows traversing the tension between the bone and the
flesh.
badco.’s
A careful elaboration of spaces, their uses and spatialization in badco.
projects would be needed. I have suggested only a conditioning between
audience and the space set-ups so far. However, a principle can be
asserted: partly due to the conditions of not having a regular hosting
theater, badco. is always migrating in its own city. This deprivation forces
quite an affirmative – a proactive approach. Instead of get ting bored
(and boring others) with a critical routine of the question: “what is the
readymade dispositif of the situation we are invited to?” “how should the
territory be deterritorialized (and reterritorialized)?” badco. integrated
space as the first component in a situation where transformation should
issue from.
Deleted Messages (2005) plays up the involvement of the audience in
a space to an extreme proportion: nothing to thematize, everything to
include! A discreetly delineated territory is inhabited by both performers
and the audience, a simulation of a quarantine (the performance is
usually performed in abandoned ports or factories). The system where
the performers are each performing their material within a pregiven
framework of five parameters (the genetic matrix was imported from
Booklet.indd 17
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Funktionen by Thomas Lehmen, which designate type of movement,
space, manner, image and relation towards people and object in
space), develops an exchange and mutual infections among materials/
performers. The particular meets the singular: while performers who
started off with their own particular movement/action materials are
heading towards a genesis of a shared code (all five parameters
shared by all performers) – as Niklas Luhmann would have it, that only
complexity (of mutations) can reduce complexity (lead to a new code)the audience is organizing itself in moving about the space at their will.
Out of the interaction between self-organization (operation+observation
of the audience) and “soft” control (surveillance through screening all
movements like the collective behavior of swarm intelligence) singular
contacts emerge. Approaching audience here means an investigation
of collective/singular behavior in regard to at tention. A political
sense looms from equating at tention with response: if to “at tend” is
transduced to “respond”, responsibility is less of a duty, and more of
an ability to respond. If badco. engages a politics of at tention, then it
equates at tention to a degree of power expressed in one’s capacity/
disposition to be affected (acted upon) in great many ways.

***
Meeting badco. every so often doesn’t only answer my curiosity about
the whereabouts of the group’s developments. It invigorates questioning
precepts of a performance world I’m subscribing to.
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A
n
t

capable of detecting their politics
Are the performing arts in the West
now (in 2007)?
to exercize their power (and
When will the artists in Europe assume
just individually?
their right) to think structurally, and not
ty in regard to choreography,
Doesn’t insisting on medium-specifici
modernist canon?
theater or performance reinforce the
ed?
Has our conceptual imagination wan
er seeing Memories... )
(The questions I left Zagreb with aft

Deviations and their obviousness
Goran Sergej Pristaš, BADco.

1.
“What’s the hurry? You want to flee?” – questions I was
asked by Marin Blažević in an interview for the upcoming
book “Talks on Croatian New Theatre”
1.2
“The nomads are those who don’t move on, they become
nomads because they refuse to disappear
” (Deleuze 1995: 138).
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2.
dan
All the artists (Nikolina Bujas – Pristaš, Prav
hed BADco. in
Devlahović, Ivana Sajk o and me) who establis
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2000, have found the collaborative frame as
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for deviation, stationary escape, as a way to
s and
some pregnant moments of (f)laws of energie
which come
interests, or curds of performance - examples
lex artistic
into being through a continuity of their comp
e relations
and personal relations. The complexity of thos
s of nearness
developed through the combinatory dynamic
affected by
and remoteness, through the capacity to be
ging.
each other and to produce a joy of co-belon
ination was
From the external, local point of view the comb
aturgists
already deviational - two dancers + two dram
from our
(one of them primarily a playwright). However,
clear: to
perspective the organizational platform was
artistic
create circumstances for the common work with
always
differentiation through the projects proposed
done in
by one of the authors within the group and
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theatre” techniques) but
was too resemblant to “third
e rebellious energy of
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70-ies) collaborated with Nikolina and Pravdan (who started
to work in 90-ies) was presented in a double-bill program with
performances by Tomislav Gotovac (who started to work in
50-ies) who collaborated with Aleksandar Ilić and Ivana
Keser (who started to work in 90-ies) and Raimund Hoghe (who
started to work in 80-ies) Philip Gehmacher (who started to
work in the end of 90-ies). That (dis)connection produced
the appearance of a common fold of presentability for
all of the three performances in which Man.Chair, being
prominently in the language of spectacular historicity
which doesn’t reveal anything anymore, was sharing with
the other works only this bio-historical context, which
turned it into a representation of a still-liveness of
Indoš’s work.

2.1.2
“Our recommended approach follows a practice that
liberates sedimented practices of their historicist
weight, and a certain vocabulary defined by Hellenic
and early Christian experience becomes a shibboleth
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Whether we
of a transitory, minimal, human existence.
tion of the
talk about Hellenic techniques of subjectivisa
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we call BADco. What influenced intrinsic deve
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s of staging Ivana
Therefore, thr oughout the proces
“abdicate” from the
Sajk o’s play RibCage I decided to
e and went to stage
position of the director of the piec
ilosopher, dancer,
together with other performers (ph
which turned the piece
theatre director and architect)
s of the play instead
into a dialogue on the mechanism
of interpretation.
2.2.1.
k-discussions that
“I was quite unhappy with our wal
e English language
night. It didn’t work well becaus
, but then I also liked
created shortness of articulation
e talking about the
that blockage filling. While we wer
t the presence of
deadness of our performance I fel
desire for speaking,
death of articulation, collapse of
too direct and much
a transfer of meaning which was
thought a lot about
lacking of sense. This is what I
Deleted Messages which
while I was making our new piece
is over-systematized, it
is too complex to be pronounced,
ion - and then you get
creates an illusion of communicat
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the audience that takes part. We felt like Living Theatre
in ‘68 (which only 10 months ago I would hate and now I
like.)” (from my communication with Mårten Spångberg on
the performance of RibCage)
Performing in RibCage was always a kind of multiple
defection. The piece was set in an empty room surrounded
by the audience with only one source of light – a
bourgeois lamp with decorative lamp-shade. The situation
was defined by several points – the play suggests
that everything happens in two rooms – a prison cell

and living room of the writer of the play (or at least
somebody who directly approaches the characters
through the stage directions in her first case.) The
performance included five fixed module scenes which
are then thematically manipulated by our discussions
which happened in-between the scenes. Actually,
the discussions were staged like prison-like walks in
circle and for each performance we were joined by a
guest from the audience – this was a kind of escape
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2.2.2.
piece Solo Me
The similar situation we had with the
work on two
when Nikolina and Pravdan started to
y turned it
separate solos but in the process the
the gestural
into a duet which seems “that it is in
t the other
texture of one of the two dancers tha
t it is in the
one inscribes his/her footnotes or tha
d the footnotes
one’s text/thought that are engrave
g clear at all
of the other collocutor, without bein
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what the so-called m
hnić)
“comments below the line”.” (Cvejić – Milo
ween the
The pleasure of that uncleareness bet
” is a
“ ain text” and “comments below the line
m
ty of the
feature of what is in common in faciali
ated pieces
BADco.’s ouvre even in the most individu
vić and Mass
like Walk This Way by Pravdan Devlaho
o. Instead
for Election Day Silence by Ivana Sajk
main and
of looking for the punctualities of the
line.
of the below, we tend to keep on the
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2.2.1.
“In a line of writing the ductus of the hand passes
continually from the common form of the letters to the
particular marks that identify its singular presence, and no
one, even using the scrupulous rigor of graphology, could ever
trace the real division between those two spheres”. (Agamben)
2.3.
Third deviation: Illiterate and ignorant performers.
Performers such as dramaturges, philosophers, theatre
directors, architects - whose presentability was always
displaced into others - are coming onto the stage and
are thus now juxtaposed to representatives. The deviation
happens as a result of openness towards the unknown,
not thought yet by us. The limits of an illiterate
performer emerge as ignorance for the descriptive
character of dramaturgy/presentability of the work.
The illiterate performance functions at the level of
“localized prescription, and not a description” (Badiou).
Illiterate performance is not the one which, through
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the mastership of the author, transfers the
understanding, but whose knowledge surrenders
in confr ontation with generic power of
difference in performance. Therefore a singular
piece is never an ultimate representation of
the state of things, not even of the plane of

organization, but it exists only in continuity
of all our performances, but also performances in
general.
2.3.1.
“My choreography/performance/dancing is always
on the reversible path from thought, decision, idea
towards their realizations, and backwards. On this
path there are drops into the unknown, flashes of

no-control, surprises. So there is not only a body
that dances but also a body that melts in movement,
that evaporates and that, as such, can become a body
which de-materializes dance”. (Nikolina Bujas-Pristaš)
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p“ oetry will be written by everyone
and truth will be there in every line
where the poem is at its most beautiful
he who began to sing will withdraw
leaving the poem to others”

you reconstruct the circumstances that
led you to act. This process is prescriptive
because you are forcing “the issue, in the
absence of any guarantee.” (Hallward). And
.
that’s, exactly, where this writing should end

(Branko Miljk ović)

2.3.2.
However, there is always a decisive point in
each of our projects. Even if it might have
come out of the unclear, even if it doesn’t
represent the descriptive clearness of where
h
it came from, each project has its aftermat
in retr ospective justification. First you act
and then, in the new light of this action,

PRIVACY IN ACCORDANCE WITH
“MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS...“
Performance issues identification, at least in two ways. My task
as an audience member is to interpret a series of utterances,
a process that produces and consolidates identity in relation
to work. Work and its environment simultaneously invite the
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spectator to participate in processes of identification. Theatre,
which is more or less any activity taking place on stage, is
therefore always popular. Its address is communal and its
production homogenizing. Yet there are moments when theatre
cracks open, when it slips away from the abysmal travelling
into depths and also from the covering of distances that are
explored along surfaces: moments when the theatre play-out
of interest is nothing else than material and energetic agency,
manifesting itself inside and outside of its assemblages. Such
theatre may at the first glance be all too easily misunderstood
as an expression of egotism or narcissism, a self-referential
production that turns its interest away from the expressed
to the expressing, yet remains within an identitarian, though
sometimes reversed regime, but that would mean overlooking
its central concern: moving away from the politics of
identification to the processes of individuation, departing from
all conventional strata of interpretation and towards those
situations in which the spectator is permitted to engage in
affectual production, i.e. away from the maintenance of police,
or of politics, towards a possible emergence of The Political.
“Memories…” in particular, but also the entire body of work
created and performed by BADco., are close to being a turning
point in the context of present-day performance; they are
a shift away from semiotic agency towards the capacities
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of experience. This Zagreb-based group appears to have
consolidated neither its form of performance nor its realm
of content, or even its mode of production. Their assured,
conscious ignorance of the context dominated by regimes
of display, combined with an internal exegesis, or rather
an elaborate care of the self, has made them develop an
emancipated set of technologies of contemporaneity. However,
the fact that they are not activated within any ideology of
aesthetics is due to a determined mastery of a set of skills
in relation to the given ideological machinery. The practice of
BADco., which transforms this noun into a verb, largely owing
to the way in which they are constantly reconsidering their
collaboration, is a constant process of coding and recoding.
Thus, the practicing of BADco., which is in no respect void of
or free from aesthetic values, ideologies, form etc., but is
nevertheless emancipated, consists of elaborating a system
of ethics: specific in expression or medium, yet general with
respect to its applicability.
BADco. operates through and within a paradox, between
the technologies of contemporaneity and the elaboration of
ethics, necessarily intimidating classical theatre while operating
as an agency of creative actions, which do not simply break or
obey the rules (simultaneously confirming them by the very act
of transgression), but change the grammatical system itself,
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tion where
operating within, as well as upon, a space or a situa
from the
these grammatical rules cannot be distinguished
event.
employs
In its classical and contemporary sense, theatre
ation,
a model that is based on facilitating of identific
, and is
for example, or the opportunities of interpretation
through
therefore essentially static and immobile, operating
tegic or
sets of rules that abolish any possibility for stra
that, both
to
structural transformation or displacement. Due
a distributed
differenciation and differentiation necessitate
rules.
decision that cannot be referred to by normative
precisely
The application of rules escapes determination, yet
ian regime,
because of that it enables action. Within a Kant
such actions
of
representation would imply the very extinction
ain ideological
- which would make it perfectly agreeable to cert
the action.
and economical contexts - placing itself “outside”
an action/
It is only possible to articulate the meaning of
undertaken to
situation in relation to the action that has been
of setting
transform it. An art, or activation that has an aim
(ethics) nor
creative actions in motion, aspires neither to a truth
and therefore
to a statement (ideology); it is always questioned
always political.
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aps more
The different articulation of participation, or perh
ories are
adequately of attention, which is proposed in “Mem
ication, which
made of this…,” implies new modes of subjectif
attention
are both political and existential. It is a kind of
encies of
that shifts the perspective from defensive tend
s allocation
structural allocation to a benevolent, heterogeneou
for a
in dynamic resources, emphasizing the opportunity
h may apply
multiplicity of new modes of subjectification, whic
rchical
to every engaged subject, independently of its hiera
a
is
h
position, through equity rather than equality (whic
common watchword in theatre).
d with the
This differentiated mode of attention, combine
framework,
insistence on multiplicity of experience in the used
production/
addresses our understanding of privacy and its
literally
productivity, a privacy that can be understood both
and metaphorically.
Privacy is neither operative nor procedural, and must
ing.
therefore be abstracted from the impulse of locat
repeatable,
Procedure consists of a general and identifiable,
ent, but
finite, and descriptive formula that possesses cont
as a formula
a content that is subordinate to its potentiality
specific,
of production. Operation, on the other hand, is a
e production
serial (non-repeatable), infinite, and non-descriptiv
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its effective
prescribed for a certain set of procedures, and
a general form
nature could not be grasped in and for itself in
n of privacy
of its process. The opportunity to articulate a notio
content,
as emancipated not only from all formal, semantic
nds on
depe
,
but also from the metaphysics of the everyday
this twofold directionality.
ations and
Procedure is perpetually affiliated to a set of oper
it safeguards
vice versa. Operation is immanently multiple, since
.
its articulation from endangering potential openness
a means to
Articulation of a set of operations functions as
municate,
comprehend: not what a particular privacy may com
of privacy
but what that communication is. It is a notion
rather than
that is inclined to decisions or decision-making,
erentiation in
stratification, and is consequently producing diff
an active and empowering constitution.
ation
A pure discourse of operations to which interpret
ation’s
could be correlated is incommensurable, as any oper
practice
ned
defi
a
contingent to a singularity that is relevant to
. Operations
is immediately reprehended through interpretation
rnance and
are indeterminable to a single interpretative gove
license, whereby
effective in congruity to permission instead of
tion: license
permission differs from license in terms of direc
g specific,
conditions something general towards somethin
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whereas permission acts from the specific to the general.
Operations support identification solely in the conjunction
between divergent interpretations, relating to the way in which
a procedure consistently develops a coordination of multiple
meanings, with elements that are inscribed in a process of
differentiation constitutive to the maintenance of reconcilability,
or simply form. A singular procedure can be utilized, interpreted,
adjusted, and adapted to fundamentally different intentions,
whereas an operation, or a set of operations, is perpetually
singular, independently of what regime it may refer to.
“Memories…” do not set out to define privacy, or to capture
its ontogenesis; a privacy that would be commensurate with
the techniques and technologies of surveillance, control and
consumer-motivation. They engage in the production of privacy
(or privacies) that is neither self-evident nor straightforward, a
privacy that is constantly contested and consequently political.
Their objective is to invent a radically different form of privacy,
which will intervene into and work with the situation of privacy
rather than simply reacting to it.
“Memories…” initially indicate a tension between the
conjunctive layout (differenciation) and the disjunctive laid out
(differentiation), inclined to contest the mechanisms by which
the analysis of change has been delegated to psychology,
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sociology, and even technology, a process that has emptied
scientific research of every fundamental dialectical concept,
without which we are unable to understand anything at all. It
re-examines the empirics beyond research methodologies
that standardize privacy as a field of objects (rules), but
engages the movement of contingencies that is inherent to
immanence and to processes of subjectivation.
It is precisely the fleeting conditions of privacy that
must be urgently maintained, secured, and accumulated. The
aim is, firstly, to avoid the exclusion of particular modes of
conducting life, or certain modes of existence, from the
common understanding of privacy. Notions of privacy must
insist on being non-discursive, i.e. they must function as an
expression of practice as it subsists in experience; hence
they should not be reducible to a grammar or to a whole
field of vision. Secondly, privacy must remain open, resist
institutionalization, and insist on being understood as an
organization. A normative privacy is simply no privacy at all.
Considering all possible endangerments of privacy (or
the private sphere) implies that it is possible to detect
an agency that conditions its existence. Essentially, that
agency ought to coincide with the state, in most cases a
participatory democracy. Accordingly, privacy is conditioned
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by the public, by the people or individuals to whom privacy is
given, which implies that privacy is ipso facto a public domain,
assuming that the state can gain access to its intrinsic and
extrinsic endeavours. A strong democratic state is therefore
predisposed to condition a privacy that is predominately
institutionalized, i.e. a privacy that is linear, transparent,
and hierarchical, which implies its own obliteration. Privacy
conditioned by the state must be recognized as a given,
structural matter, governed by a set of rules that turn privacy
into an illusion. These rules offer to the citizens rights, rights
that can be exercised but never exorcised, precisely because
they are instigated by the state. Less dramatically, one could
say that if privacy is governed by the state, it becomes
obsolete to criticism, since the state is the entity that also
governs criticism.
This could be understood as implying that the crises of
private and public spheres are significant indicators of a
dissolving state, a democratic apparatus that has lost track
of its time. The conundrum is that these indications can
only address democracy either from within the democracy
itself, or from a reactive stanza that in its turn confirms
the reconstruction of a democratic apparatus which is
already in crisis. But then again, it is precisely owing to this
crisis, and precisely because it is so complex and impossible
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to define, that we can today engage in discussions on
privacy, public space, and democracy. Crisis, albeit with
negative connotations, constitutes a dissolved or dissolving
grammar - a de-territorialisation - that opens up towards the
production of discourse. The crux, however, is to avoid those
revisionist strategies that tend to attack concepts with the
very arguments that they have initially opposed, rather than
articulating critical or reflexive practices. We can certainly
resort to collective mourning, but the battle is already being
fought and we must insist on not falling back to semantic
legibility or formal rhetoric as a response to the anomies of
our contemporary condition. Instead, we must articulate new
methods with respect to the contestation of privacy, the
public sphere, and ultimately democracy.
The crisis of the private sphere and its weakened institution
results in a transformation, a shift away from semiotic
signification and towards affectual production. Notions of
privacy, security, etc. can no longer be described, but are still
operating through modes of emergence.
Crises are signals without signification, signals that contest
the whole field of vision. If a signal triggers, activation
follows, prolonging the situation along the lines of flight.
Activation precedes action and is cumulative, unlike action, which
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ivation consists of
unfolds progressively, step-by-step. Act
experience rather
irritations and acts through intensities of
body in a way,
than its content. Activation captures the
y and its environment.
cancelling all separation between the bod
a dynamic ingathering
Its experience is the crisis. Experience is
its serial unfolding
of activation, assuring the continuity of
which has an affective
and moving the reality of the situation,
quality.
in crisis may offer
That is to say that discourse on privacy
ine a variation in the intensity of
only an activational outline:
ability of bodies
feeling over time. It addresses the irrit
nition of subjects.
(positive or negative) rather than the cog
directly activate the
Activational outlines are perceptual cues that
reproducing a form or
responsiveness of the body, rather than
transmitting definite content.
s of both positive
Activational outlines can exploit opportunitie
ectual state, a state
and negative character. A suspended aff
le to identify e.g.
in which the subject is incapable, or unab
ting that subject,
a crisis, offers an opportunity of manipula
for an exit, an escape
multiplicity, or community into searching
ical, ideological, or ethical
that would be independent of their polit
ject will instinctively
characteristics. In that condition, the sub
overcome the situation
acquire capacities for escape in order to
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and enter into a reflexive mood, but as long as all lines of
flight are suspended, deliberately or not, it will remain in a state
in
of fear or anxiety. A suspended threat to the private sphere,
other words, can be used to pacify a subject or a community,
and to compartmentalize it, so to say, making it unable to
distinguish good from bad governance. A subject under
threat or a community subject to the possibility of terror will
give permission to the state to circumvent democracy or to
disregard e.g. the Geneva Convention.
Crises of privacy and the public sphere suddenly appear as an
interesting terrain for regimes that cannot offer a relevant
policy to be explored. Crisis becomes a tool for modulating
collective individuation. Through mass media, it addresses the
population from the angle of its potential to re-individuate
differentially. As long as a regime can keep the crisis at armlength’s distance, its inhabitants will remain loyal, though only
as long as the activation remains cumulative and does not
ting
transform into actions, since these would, instead of opera
and
rules,
through processual dimensions, have grammatical
of
that is the point in which crisis would become the content
experience.
From a corporate perspective, a crisis that concerns privacy
is generally positive, although its motivation is an oscillation
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g, yet expanding
between activation and action, a pulsatin
al and statemotion of territorial coagulation. A structur
for corporate
governed privacy functions as a cul-de-sac
tions in relationship
economies, which build upon transforma
ement. Corporate
to demand. Crisis is conditioned by mov
ity and fragmentation,
economies synchronically support continu
continuously removement and its breaks, as a means of
private sphere is
contextualizing demand. Insight into our
hasty to judge that
evidently favourable, but it would be too
sparency or in
corporate economies are interested in tran
porate forces are
abolishing the private sphere. Instead, cor
multiple and dynamic as
interested in a private sphere that is as
statistic application
possible, conditioned by the possibility of
private sphere will
or the opportunity of measurement. The
dently of its degree
always be subject to movement, indepen
benevolent relation
of institutionalization, which renders the
privacy enunciated
to corporate economies favourable. The
expanding and
by corporate economies is simultaneously
our interest into
contracting, mobile and immobile. Hence
a dialectical image
the way in which “Memories…” function as
participation exists
does not concern the question whether
is. If our political
or not, but what kind of participation it
istic fundament,
reality has lost its dissentient or antagon
must necessarily
then contemporary corporate economies
on and strategies, if
engage in antagonistic discourse producti
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for no other reasons, then in order to increase customers’
demands. Such participation could be understood as subversive
affirmation, or rather affirmative affirmation, i.e. a set of
political tactics that allows for participation in certain sociopolitical or economical discourse, and affirm or consume them
while simultaneously undermining them. In such discourse,
subversive affirmation is characterized by the idea that
affirmation simultaneously produces a secondary trajectory,
which reveals what is being affirmed. Affirmative affirmation
argues that deliberate constructions of secondary trajectories
are in fact counter-effective, precisely because they feed on
an already assumed failure of the “enemy”. The point instead
must be to acknowledge the potentialities of corporate
interests and to replace the current trend of celebrating
mimesis through pro-active merging and cooperation, although,
and this is important, not on the level of expression, but
through processes of structuralization.
The private sphere is neither a space nor a concept
of consensus, but a configuration of dissensus. It is
a multiplicity of spheres, spaces, and creative capacities,
configured by its immanent impossibility, reciprocal to the
fact that the society, as a totality, is impossible. The private
sphere, however, is possible precisely because the society is
impossible. Attempts to neutralize these inherent complexities,
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of dissensus, the presence
in particular the perpetual production
an antagonistic political
of two bodies in one, conditioning
an ontogenetic force that
reality, hinges on actualization and
udes the self-generative,
must not be overlooked, since it incl
uation we call fascism.
irrational modes of collective individ
is one emptied
A private sphere governed by fear
sustained affectual
of content, since it is governed by
te as it is politically decisive.
production, a tactic as inconsidera
must be generative of
Conceptions of the private sphere
sensus with recourse
friction instead of producing a con
mmar. This results in a
to rational and procedural meta-gra
a non-representational
conception of the private sphere as
t impossibility and a
operability, configured by its inheren
open for opportunities to
perpetual production of dissensus,
ere configured through
discard privacy. It is a private sph
ed as an institution,
structural confinements and instigat
of creative actions that
but also understood as an agency
g or obeying the rules
are not simply a matter of breakin
act of transgression),
(simultaneously affirming them in the
atical system itself,
but actions that change the gramm
where grammatical rules
operating within, and upon, a space
empirical event. Privacy
cannot be distinguished from the
the reversed correlative to
understood as a creative action is
the state of exception.
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True innovation, as opposed to formally indifferent
modification of the commodity (the structured notion
of privacy), involves a distributed decision that cannot
be referred to any normative condition or application of
grammatical rules. This is in accord with Wittgenstein’s
observation that rules can never stipulate their own application.
of
Seen that way, experience functions as a generative principle
its
dissensus, in the creation of differentiation of privacy and
spheres.
what;
BADco. sets in action an unconditional escape from what
a good question in order to discover an essence or locate an
idea i.e. constructive of an end of politics and of dissensus,
?
who?, how much?,
in favour of questions characterized by: who?
and
s
? in which case?, which create particular space
where?,
times, determining the double aspect of differenciation
(qualitative) and differentiation (quantitative) and outlining
a movement of dramatisation. For BADco., there is always
,
something beneath representation, a “drama” beneath all logos
ct.
subje
a
a privacy without bounds, an attention becoming
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RECONSTRUCTION
OPERATION, RE-ENACTMENT,
greb, early May 1945. German and
Here is a reconstruction model: Za
stly
the city. Several filmmakers, mo
ustasha troops are retreating from
ing
e in the action of saving the film
pioneers of Croatian film, participat
h
wit
e
occupation forces intend to tak
equipment and material, which the
g
transported from the former buildin
them. A part of the equipment has been
.
but it is impossible to hide everything
es,
hom
ate
priv
o
int
tion
duc
pro
te
of sta
o the
bbed the cameras and come out int
Therefore, the cameramen have gra
b.
n and ustasha convoy from Zagre
streets, filming the retreat of Germa
ind
ouflage some of the cameras beh
In order to avoid suspicion, they cam
es
y were fleeing themselves. Sometim
the windowpanes or behave as if the
to help them transport the equipment
they even ask the retreating soldiers
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Branko
to a filming location. The whole action is coordinated by film director
On 8
Marjanović, who is based in the city centre and plans the locations.
stful
May, the partisan forces enter the city, but the filming goes on. Mistru
amen
camer
the
partisans occasionally stop civilians carrying cameras, but
though
tell them the predefined password: “Florijan knows everything!” Even
a name
Florijan does not exist and the cameramen have invented the password,
alone.
behind the action helps regulate the situation. The cameramen are left
t-day
In this way, a historical document is created that is known in presen
1
literature as the “Liberation of Zagreb.”
ented;
So what is there to be reconstructed? Everything has been filmed, docum
cing the
the object of cameraman’s attention is permanently available, eviden
hrough
fact of a rupture, a revolution, an “event” of truth (Badiou), a breakt
ord
from the situation, from the way things are. The film, same as the con passw
the
ng
stituti
naming some Florijan, resituates and names the event, de-con
story
community in decline and establishing another on the rise. Still, the
ial.
narrated above is indispensable for the “truthfulness” of the filmed mater
n the
The film is apparently neutral, void of all action. The main difference betwee
ents
shots made before 8 May 1945 and the later ones is the fact that the docum
the
behind
from
about the retreat of troops from Zagreb are voyeur-like, filmed
by
windowpanes, clandestinely or with great caution: they have been made
indicate
cameramen with a mission. The shots of partisans entering the city
camera
uncertainty, but also show the enthusiasm of the cameramen, their
1

the State], Zagreb:
Cf. Ivo Škrabalo: Između publike i države [Between the Public and
Znanje, 1984, p. 109.
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e

:

running with the momentum, the filming operation having become an action.
novosti, a cinema journal
The shots were presented in the first issue of Filmske novosti
were employed in the
they
1945,
created by our filmmakers. Prior to 8 May
production sector of Hrvatski slikopis, an institute producing propaganda film
journals for the puppet regime of Croatia. The day of the liberation of Zagreb
also brought changes in the production staff. The material made by the staff
novosti, first released on
of Hrvatski slikopis became the material of Filmske novosti
became the “thought
operation
y
21 May 1945. The idea behind the documentar
2
of a founding fiction, or a foundation by fiction.” In this way, our story has
been transformed into a myth, since that fiction is the operation as such. To
say it more clearly: the operation is no fiction, but its fiction (the way our story
goes, the notes on the making of the first post-war film material in Croatia,
the history of Croatian film that includes it, or the narrative in the margins
of the film) is an operation. The story about the operation accompanying the
documentary has transformed its own fiction into the “foundation or into the
inauguration of meaning itself.”3
Paradoxically, the film does not document the story about the operation, but
the very embeddedness of that story in the film, that is, before it has become
logos 4 The myth of an operation
living heart of the logos.”
a narrative, presents the “living
being the operation is lived and living because it was created on the very spot
of the event, at the site of its originating. It was created at the site where one
2
3
4

Community University of Minnesota, 1990, p. 53.
Jean-Luc Nancy: The Inoperative Community,
Ibidem, italics are Nancy’s.
Ibidem
Ibid., p. 49, italics are Nancy’s.
Ibid
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cinematography was declining and another emerging, at the site of birth, of
innovation – both social and aesthetic.
However, what makes this operation interesting is also the fact that it was
an operation of saving one’s bare life. But saving one’s life did not consist
in retreating or hiding – rather, it meant investing one’s life into an action
that was ideological and corresponded with the mimetic aspect of the film.
If a political decision merged the documentation of the operation of retreat
with the action of saving the equipment, it was ideology that homogenized
the enthusiasm of the cameramen and the action of saving one’s life with the
entry of partisans into the city. It was the ideology of the codename (Florijan),
of situating the whole thing in vagueness, that homogenized the two social
choreographies:5 the organization of the filming plan according to the flow
of refugee convoys and the enthusiasm of confronting the new in the flow of
history.
But we are still preoccupied with a question containing the word “reconstruction”:
Why reconstruct? The third stage of liberation in the story of our cameramen
is their rehabilitation with respect to ideology. Thus, if we wish to help them
and leave them in the field of the aesthetic, we will have to take the action
upon ourselves, to accept that our action, the one that would reconstruct the
whole thing in the mode of a repeated performance, will be a representation of
the immanently political in the narrative of Operation Florian. Let us assume
that we have production facilities that enable us to engage a sufficient number
of performers, vehicles, weapons, and old equipment – the operation will still
5

phy Duke University Press, 2005.
Cf. Andrew Hewitt, Social Choreography,
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fail. The best we can accomplish is a re-enactment or staging of the adapted
narrative, rather than its reconstruction. Why is that so? Because the situated
narrative such as that of Operation Florijan requires a previous interruption
of myth, a sort of Brechtian literarization, an introduction of the originating
speech, of mythological operation before the interruption, of communication that
no longer establishes a community, but points to the performers that now have
nothing in common with those in the situation of having to fight for their bare
lives, however aestheticized their social choreography may be:
“This literarization of the theater, as indeed the literarization of all public affairs,
must be developed to the greatest possible extent. Literarization means putting
across ideas through actions; interspersing the ‘performed’ with the ‘formulated.’
(...) So far as the communication of the subject matter is concerned, the spectator
must not be misled along the path of empathy; instead, a form of intercourse
takes place between the spectator and the actor, and basically, in spite of all
the strangeness and detachment, the actor addresses himself directly to the
spectator.“6

f
e
r
l

The literarized theatre is a theatre in which footnotes and observations help
us look left or right, beyond the situation or narrative by which the aesthetic
ideology homogenizes.7 In this respect, we must distinguish the reconstruction
6
7

Bertolt Brecht in Brecht on Theatre,
Theatre New York: Hill & Wang, 1964, p. 44.
On the literarized theatre, the theatre of interrupted myth, Nancy has written:
“This does not mean that there is no theater – as though there could be literature without
theater. But theater, here, no longer means the scene of representation: it means the extreme
edge of this scene, the dividing line where singular beings are exposed to one another.
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the form
of performance from the re-enactment of action, which we receive in
on the
of myth or narrative. The narrativized action presupposes that our film
hor.
Liberation of Zagreb can substitute Operation Florijan or serve as its metap
to use the
The fact that I have called it Operation Florijan means that it is possible
int for
narrative about shooting the first post-war film in order to derive a bluepr
the reore,
Theref
.
the performance of a social narrative on an undercover agent
its social
enactment of such an action has its recognizable performative scheme,
birth of
choreography, in which Operation Florijan is only a metaphor for the
poses
new cinematography. The reconstruction of performance, however, presup
int for thinking and effecting
blueprrint
that the artistic performance is a possible “bluep
but also
modern social organization: it is not only a secondary representation
8
a primary performance of that order.”
Creating
This means that we have two possible procedures and a single goal: 1.
tion
an artistic performance as a mise-en-scène of the narrative (Opera
ance
Florijan) or a re-enactment of the action; 2. Reconstructing such a perform
never
has
ance
as literarization or interruption of myth, even if the perform
ion, that
existed, since its operation is its fiction; 3. Reconstructing the situat
re-enact
is, acting retrospectively in the field of political action and seeking to

8

not the completed
What is shared on this extreme and difficult limit is not communion,
e is not the
therefor
identity of all in one, nor any kind of completed identity. What is shared
tity, each
noniden
e’s
annulment of sharing, but sharing itself, and consequently everyon
and
itself,
to
work
the
one’s nonidentity to himself and to others, and the nonidentity of
tive
Inopera
The
:
finally the nonidentity of literature to literature itself.” Jean-Luc Nancy
nity, p. 68.
Community
raphy p. 14.
Andrew Hewitt, Social Choreography,
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rint

d
he
h
nd
ve
noperative

reby one should at least apply
the situation of the Liberation of Zagreb (whe
his revolution).
another type of situating, depriving Stalin of
in the field of reconstruction,
The interest of this artistic plan will remain
rting the mechanism of the
primarily because re-enactment includes resta
presupposes a new approach to
aesthetic ideology of action. Reconstruction
voice of those who speak nonconstruction, in which we will find a place for the
brink of becoming literature:
constitutively, at the brink of muteness, at the
to whom – if we listen, if we
“On this limit, the one who exposes himself and
one of listening or reading –
read, if our ethical and political condition is
speech. On the contrary, he
we expose ourselves, does not deliver a founding
9
he is interrupting it.”
that
says
he
and
it
ts
rrup
inte
he
ch,
spee
this
suspends
to the practice of reconstitution,
The practice of re-enactment often comes close
the author or performer of the
namely in the case of re-enactment to which
de-mythologization and nonoriginal performance is invited. Instead of
hologizes the performance by
identitarian presentation, such re-enactment myt
of permanently possible rather
placing it operatively in non-time, on the level
brink of presentation in nonthan potential. Such practices never reach the
their origin and identity in
identity, since they are identitarian and establish
ideology.
time – falling into the utopian trap of aesthetic
ty of bringing mythologized

Therefore, reconstruction will open up the possibili

9

Jean-Luc Nancy: The Inoperative Community,
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ipation
performance back into the field of affirmation, of the politics of emanc
done
has
in
rather than identification – by literarizing it, as Emil Hrvat
čka, a mythical Slovenian
on the basis of Pupilija, papa Pupilo pa Pupilička
artists
performance from the 60s. Whereas originally it was performed by
and
ians,
music
poets,
that were “illiterate” in terms of acting and dance –
literate
students – Hrvatin re-enacted it with a team of performers that were too
a
created
and
for that – which generated an entirely knew relational frame
erred
new performance, while its contextual and referential aspect was transf
round.
to the presentation machinery of Power-Point, running in the backg
, reThe reconstruction consisted of a complex set of questions, suppositions
was a
enactments, footnotes, quotations, original shots, etc. However, there
that
and
point in which the entire performance reopened into the field of myth,
to the
was the mise-en-scène of the Law, the scene that the reconstruction owed
ance of
sacrifice as a constitutive act of Western society. The original perform
roaming
Pupilija ended by slaughtering one of the seven hens that were freely
ended
around the scene. With no ritual whatsoever, the end of the performance
of
state
a
as
sacer By interpreting performance
the life of the hen – the Gallus sacer.
life of
exception, a state of illusion, the act of subversive affirmation took the
ed a new
someone whose identity had been erased completely, by which he obtain
nt of
identity, the identity of a performer. Until the moment of death, the mome
ja ends
restarting the reality. And in that reality, the Reconstruction of Pupili
a video
with
with a mise-en-scène of the Law: the version that I have seen ends
l in
clip in which a lawyer explains the legal repercussions of killing an anima
the
g
public place. In another version, the audience votes for or against killin
drastic,
hen. Eventually, the hen is not killed, since legal consequences are
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a

while the fictional relationship between the law and violence gives a new
fundamental power to Hrvatin’s reconstruction, power of the community of
those who, deprived of their identity, expose themselves to one another at the
brink of the scene, on the margins of the law.
However, if we understand politics as the brink of the scene (rather than
mere obscenity), the place where the subject is radicalised in performance,
the procedures of reconstruction will open up numerous other issues – from
the redundancy in art to the metaphor of art as a state of exception to the
constitutive role of artistic experiment in the community or the problem of
social invention in post-vanguard art.
In the performing arts, the majority of referential investigations or
reconstructions focused on the 60s and on those authors whose work,
among other things, did not set a disciplinary framework to their own
artistic practices, but rather offered a possibility of participation to those
who were illiterate in art, and even a possibility of becoming illiterate in the
process, e.g. Yvone Reiner, Steve Paxton, Trisha Brown, etc. It is difficult
to say whether it is the immanent politicality of social choreography, or the
impression that all artistic practice in the 60s was steeped into the political
tensions of the time, that has been so attractive to researchers interested
in the political aspect of performance, but it is certain that the mythology
of the 60s did deeply steep the performing arts of the time into the myth
of politicality, which indirectly corresponds to the aestheticized policies of
today. For this reason we find interest in the performance of Majski i ostali
Rituals from 1970 (which was actually
Rituals of May and Other Rituals]
rituali. [Rituals
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interrupted by lowering the curtain and never performed completely), in which
a group of filmmakers gathered under the name of PAN 69, among them the
now famous visual artist Mladen Stilinović, re-enacted some selected events
of that historical month, such as: the celebration of 1 May – Workers’ Day,
the Youth Baton, Tito’s birthday, the student protests, the speech of President
Tito addressing the students, the expulsion from the Party, admittance to the
Party, etc. These events are just as interesting as those from 1945, since the
student protests of 1968 remain equally unreadable from today’s perspective.
It is generally known that there were protests and that they were an echo of
those happening all over Europe, as well as that they occurred after the student
demonstrations in Belgrade. It is known that they were organized and even
the names of the leaders are known. However, very few people know the real
proportions of the protests, whether the organizers of Operation 1968 fought
purposefully, with the aim of achieving more communism, less socialism, or
whatever. Thus, what we know about 1968 in Zagreb is a myth and we should
reconstruct a whole series of events in order to obtain a real picture of the politics
behind the protests, since many among the participants were later situated in
the Croatian national movement of 1971, which had a significantly different
ideology from what we know about the myth of 1968.
Seen from today’s perspective, the events of 1968 have, unlike Operation
Florijan, their own construction in the performative body of the happening of
rituali which opens up space for investigating the blueprint of
Majski i ostali rituali,
socio-political relations in the artistic community of Zagreb in the 60s.
Majski i ostali rituali is a rather unknown happening and there is very few
evidence that it has ever been actually performed. All that we may discover
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that
or state about it today is actually constitutive and basic for the group
as
well
as
,
created
performed it and for the community in which it was
c
for the community that takes interest in historicizing a living artisti
like
just
act. Someone might observe that these are only historical facts,
quite
any other facts in today’s art of archivable data. However, that is not
correct. What distinguishes a mythologized performance from an article
action
about that performance, photographs from the past, or remnants of the
c and
is precisely the fact that a performance, since performed live, is a specifi
set
ial
directly political or social intervention that establishes a new potent
offers
of relations, a system that we may not understand at first, but if it
social
the joy of production, it will certainly open up the possibility of a new
of the
work
frame
or communal organization. Here we must go beyond the
that
production of meaning or context, beyond all interpretations indicating
is
It
it is possible to read what we call our present from those performances.
fy
precisely such interpretations that mythologize performance and identi
invention with foundation.
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